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Today, most colleges and universities offer evolutionary study as part of their biology curriculums. Evolution For Dummies will track a class in which evolution is taught and give an objective scientific view of the subject. This balanced guide explores the history and future of evolution, explaining the concepts and science behind it, offering case studies that support it, and comparing evolution with rival theories of creation, such as intelligent design. It also will identify the signs of evolution in the world around us and explain how this theory affects our everyday lives and the future to come.     

       Fascinating case studies highlight evolutionary research in the lab and in the wild
    From Darwin to DNA — your objective guide to the key concepts of evolution    

    Want to get a clear understanding of evolution? This plain-English guide explains what evolution is, how it works, and the ways it affects your life. You'll see how evolution impacts everything from body shape to behavior to choosing a mate, ways we can trace the past evolutionary history of species, and how humans continue to evolve.    

    Discover:      

	
        What natural selection is and how it works      

    
	
        The evolutionary history of modern humans      

    
	
        The evolution of viruses and scientists' fight against them      

    
	
        The role of genetics in the evolution of species      

    


About the Author
   
Dr. Greg Krukonis: Greg Kukonis has a Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology from the University of Pennsylvania and a PhD from the University of Arizona, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. He has been a postdoctoral researcher at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, and Stanford University. He is currently an adjunct assistant professor of biology at Lewis and Clark College in Portland, Oregon.
    Tracy Barr: Tracy Barr is a professional writer and editor who has authored or co-authored several other books for Wiley, including Adoption For Dummies, Cast-Iron Cooking For Dummies, Yorkshire Terriers For Dummies, and Latin For Dummies. She lives in Indianapolis with her husband and four children.       
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FrontPage 2003 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Tips also work for FrontPage 2002 and 2000      

Your one-stop guide to creating great-looking Web sites with FrontPage 2003      

Ready to put the fun back into Web development and create a fantastic site? From building basic HTML pages to complex pages with Cascading Style Sheets, this one-stop guide to FrontPage 2003 covers it...
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Software Testing and Continuous Quality Improvement, Third EditionAuerbach Publications, 2008

	Numerous textbooks address software testing in a structured development environment.
	By “structured” is meant a well-defined development cycle in which discretely
	defined steps provide measurable outputs at each step. It is assumed that
	software testing activities are based on clearly defined requirements and software...
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The Haskell School of Expression: Learning Functional Programming through MultimediaCambridge University Press, 2000

	Functional programming is a style of programming that emphasizes the use of functions (in contrast to object-oriented programming, which emphasizes the use of objects). It has become popular in recent years because of its simplicity, conciseness, and clarity. This book teaches functional programming as a way of thinking and problem solving,...
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Algorithms for Fuzzy Clustering: Methods in c-Means Clustering with Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2008
The main subject of this book is the fuzzy c-means proposed by Dunn and Bezdek and their variations including recent studies. A main reason why we concentrate on fuzzy c-means is that most methodology and application studies in fuzzy clustering use fuzzy c-means, and hence fuzzy c-means should be considered to be...
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Industrial Control Systems: Advances and Applications, First EditionGulf Professional, 2002
'It is a compilation of the best instrumentation and control techniques used in industry, providing interesting theoretical content as well as practical topics on planning, integration, and application.'
--Plant Engineering, 2003    

       This is a comprehensive, practical, easy-to-read book on process control, covering some of...
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Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).

Practical...
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